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Description

R&S Sarajevo – Makes your job easier

'R&S' d.o.o. Sarajevo company was established in 1996 as a small family company but with the clear vision for the future.
Today, after 23 years of successful business we can proudly say that we are one of the leading importers and distributors of
office supplies, promotional products, office furniture, computer equipment and cleaning products.
 

Based on our slogan 'makes your job easier', we completely managed to fulfill the concept to provide the market with the
quick, inexpensive and easy procurement of everything needed in the office. This way the customer is able to easily acquire
the necessary, and spend its time and energy on activities related to the primer business. Today, for the first time in BiH, a
customer can come to one place and furnish the office completely with office furniture, IT and other equipment, but also find
reliable partner for its regular needs for office supplies and promotion products, business gifts for its partners and cleaning
products.
 

'R&S' d.o.o. Sarajevo employs 50 workers, owns more than 3.500 m2 of office space in BiH and supplies more than 5000
customers. In 2005 we bought and furnished the central distributive center in Vogošća, near Sarajevo, covering more than
3.000 m2 of space, and in 2012. We bought distributive center in Tuzla, covering more than 500m2. We offer more than
20.000 items, whether it's direct distribution deal, or our own brands that works to high standards.
 

We also offer special services to our customers, that significantly speed up and simplify the procurement process and thus
they can also achieve significant savings. According to the width range and number of partners from all around the world, we
are ready to respond to the most demanding requests. Partners and consumers are well aware that every product coming
from our company is fully legally imported, original, current market, and have a valid warranty and service provided. That's
why doing business with us is completely safe, easy and efficient.
 

Orders taken by phone, fax or through the internet are delivered free of charge to the customer within 24 hours on the entire
area of BiH.
 

http://www.ris.ba


In 2008 We have improved the way and scope of our business in the field of promotional items by opening our own printing
services on all the items from our range. R&S printing office owns top quality machines and excellent colors for printing all
the items we offer. Following the European and world standards we successfully print all the plastic, metal, wood, leather,
ceramic and textile products.
 

Our next goal is to expand sales and disposal of our products, continue to improve distribution channel and preserve the
satisfaction of our clients, which serves as our best reference.

Organization Type
Company
Areas of Activities

ICT and telecommunications

Tourism, sport and recreation

Education and professional literature


